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Adventures at Sea Yachts
Newport Beach is fast becoming a favorite California vacation
destination. Although relatively unknown to
vacation planners, Newport
Beach offers exciting options for visitors of all ages and interests.
Adventures
at Sea Yachts have been taking Newport Beach vacationers on unforgettable
cruises since 1980. With
an energetic staff that happily meets any
challenge, Adventures at Sea accommodates charters for all occasions.
Weddings, corporate events, private parties, sport and fishing charters,
surprise parties, sailing and just enjoying a
cruise are all possible
aboard Adventures at Sea Yachts. The countless awards, accolades and happy
clients are
proof that the crew of Adventures at Sea loves what they do
and pay a great deal of attention to detail for every one of
their cruises.
Catering
to local clientele as well as the tourist market, Adventures At Sea offers
champagne sailing cruises along
the southern Californian coast, a sailing
yacht charter in Newport Beach, an Orange County sailboat charter and sea
yacht cruises throughout California. From Newport Beach, Adventures At Sea
will take you on a California
sightseeing tour you've never dreamed of.
Wedding
planners take note: Adventures at Sea will make your special day
absolutely perfect. Picture the romance
of exchanging vows aboard a luxury
yacht, the sea breeze tossing your hair, spectacular views of California
and
beach stretching as far as the eye can see. The picture-perfect scene
is trumped only by the attention to details paid
by the Adventures at Sea
crew.
Corporate events are popular happenings aboard Adventures at
Sea Yachts. On these charters, you can impress
clients and associates with
the California lifestyle that a charter embodies. From showing off to
friends to treating
your boss to a day away from the office, these
charters can help make you very popular and may give you a little
boost up
the corporate ladder.
Make an Adventures at Sea cruise part of your
Newport Beach vacation. It's almost impossible to cruise the California
coastline without being completely relaxed. Whether it's around California
or just across the bay, charter cruises
are a lot of fun and a great way
to see the sights. Check out the ocean and shoreline views, or just sit
back and
enjoy the ride.
Avid anglers enjoy the privacy and
security that Adventures at Sea fishing charters offer. Cruise out to that
sweet
spot on the ocean, cast your line and wait for the big one to bite.
The sun beaming down and the cool ocean winds
remind you that this is what
fishing is all about.
Whether you're on a romantic getaway, or a
family vacation, Adventures At Sea Yachts add the perfect touch to your
Newport Beach visit. Locals love the charters, so you can bet the
experience is worth the money. If you've never
been aboard a yacht or
taken a charter cruise, make sure you take the time to try Adventures at
Sea. Once you try
it the first time, you'll wonder why it took so long to
discover the ride of your life.
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